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Ion acceleration in plasmas emerging from a helicon-heated
magnetic-mirror device
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Using laser-induced fluorescence, measurements have been made of metastable argon-ion,
Ar1* (3d4F7/2), velocity distributions on the major axis of an axisymmetric magnetic-mirror device
whose plasma is sustained by helicon wave absorption. Within the mirror, these ions have sub-eV
temperature and, at most, a subthermal axial drift. In the region outside the mirror coils, conditions
are found where these ions have a field-parallel velocity above the acoustic speed, to an axial energy
of ;30 eV, while the field-parallel ion temperature remains low. The supersonic Ar1* (3d4F7/2)
are accelerated to one-third of their final energy within a short region in the plasma column,<1 cm,
and continue to accelerate over the next 5 cm. Neutral-gas density strongly affects the supersonic
Ar1* (3d4F7/2) density. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1568342#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Helicon wave1 physics is important in diverse area
ranging from planetary plasmas to particle accelerators
materials-processing applications. The numerous app
tions, and the desire to understand the basic physics of
con waves and the plasmas formed by them, have motiv
extensive studies of helicon-wave propagation and abs
tion, with emphasis on the resulting electron energy distri
tion ~EED!.2 Laboratory helicon experiments typically pro
duce plasmas of density 1010– 1013 cm23 with electron
temperatures in the range 3–10 eV,3 and ion temperature
below 0.5 eV.4 Tenuous electron beams with energies up
;100 eV have also been documented.5 This paper reports on
energetic ion beams formed during the expansion of a h
con plasma from a magnetic nozzle. Mechanisms respons
for an observed low-energy metastable-Ar-ion componen
the expansion region are also discussed.

These results are especially relevant to a recently p
posed application of helicon plasmas: generating inten
collimated, and sustained supersonic plasma streams
spacecraft propulsion, particularly to remote planets.6 For
propulsion, ion momentum is the relevant parameter. Pr
ous helicon plasma experiments have shown, at most,
flow at the ion thermal speed.7–9 Consequently, some re
searchers consider auxiliary heating necessary to gen
the higher ion energies~exhaust velocities! required for im-
proved propulsion,10 though the propulsion community ha
long been aware that ions in a plasma can be accelerate
electric fields created by ambipolar flow.11

Since the 1960s it has been known that inhomogene
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magnetic fields, like the magnetic-mirror geometry, may c
ate a directed supersonic plasma stream flowing out of
region of high field strength. An early study of Q-machin
cesium plasmas expanding along a magnetic field of decr
ing strength showed acceleration to 1.73105 cm/s over a
distance of 50 cm.12 These results were interpreted in term
of a ‘‘magnetic Laval nozzle’’ with isothermal particles. Ar1

expanding from ECR-created plasmas showed accelera
to 16 eV, attributed to a presheath in front of a metal platen13

Some subsequent Q-machines did not show supersonic
even with inhomogeneous magnetic fields,14 while magne-
tized and unmagnetized Laval-nozzle-type plasma exp
ments in other configurations did.15 Hall-effect magnetic
nozzles have accelerated helium and hydrogen plasma
velocities of order 107 cm/s in a distance of 20 cm.16 In
marked contrast, a Q-machine experiment in a doub
plasma-device~DPD! configuration, showed a thin double
layer electrostatic structure with lower potential at the mir
point, implying rapid ion accelerationinto the region of
higher field strength.17

Experiments on double layers in magnetized DPDs m
sured ion and electron energy distributions with gridded
ergy analyzers and Langmuir probes inserted into the pla
and found, even in the absence of a magnetic-field gradi
energetic ion beams attributed to spatially inhomogene
and anisotropic EEDs.18,19 The EED may be quite differen
in the denser helicon plasmas than those in DPDs
Q-machines. Hence, it is possible that double layers
supersonic-Laval-nozzle conditions would not form
magnetic-mirror helicon plasmas or, if they do form, may
in a region not optimal for generating directed plasma
haust streams. The present paper is the first to repor
spatially resolved noninvasive measurements of supers
ion flows created in helicon-wave-heated plasmas with
the use of accelerator or auxiliary-heating techniques. Th
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2594 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Cohen et al.
FIG. 1. ~Color! Schematic of the Mag-
netic Nozzle Experiment~MNX !. ~a!
Argon plasma is formed by absorptio
of helicon waves launched from a
double-saddle antenna. The plasm
flows through the main chamber alon
magnetic field fines created by a set o
Helmholtz coils. The plasma then
flows through metal aperture M2 an
the nozzle coil into the expansion re
gion ~ER!. The beam of a diode lase
is directed along the MNX axis, allow-
ing LIF measurements throughou
MNX. ~b! Scanning mechanism for
the LIF collection optics allows 12
lines-of-sight~LOS! intercepting axial
points in the ER near the nozzle.~c!
Axial magnetic field strength near the
nozzle coil.
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studies include the parameter rangevpe /vce>1 in which
double layers are uncommon20 and also explore ranges o
magnetic-field gradients and mirror ratios which might
hibit flow.

Our experiments rely on the laser-induced-fluoresce
~LIF! technique for noninvasive and precise measurem
of ion velocity distributions.21 To measure velocity distribu
tions by LIF, the laser frequency is tuned over a range c
responding to the Doppler-shifted line resonance of ions
atoms moving with velocity,v. A novel, inexpensive, low-
power ~10 mW!, tunable, solid-state diode-laser system
used.22

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed in the Magnet
Nozzle-Experimental facility~MNX !, Fig. 1. Steady-state ar
gon plasma is formed by a helicon antenna of the dou
saddle type placed around a 4-cm-i.d., 30-cm-long Py
tube. The;4-cm-diam plasma flows along the magne
field formed by a Helmholtz-coil pair placed coaxial
around the 45-cm-long, 20-cm-i.d., stainless-steel m
chamber. The plasma exits the main chamber through
coaxial 2-cm-i.d., 3-cm-long nozzle coil used to control t
field gradient and mirror ratio. Figure 1~c! shows the axial
field strength near the nozzle at a Helmholtz coil current
50 A and nozzle current of 400 A, typical of experimen
conditions in this paper.

Exiting the nozzle coil, the plasma enters a 10-cm-i
100-cm-long Pyrex tube termed the expansion region~ER!.
The ER has 15 internal 4-cm-i.d. coaxial copper rings,
which eight may be electrically biased. Additionally there a
Downloaded 27 May 2003 to 198.35.5.64. Redistribution subject to AIP
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three metal disks, labeled M1, M2, and M3 in Fig. 1~a!,
which may be electrically biased.~In the experiments de
scribed here, M1, M2, and M3 were left electrically floatin
Biasing M1 had little effect on the plasmas or LIF resul
connecting M2 or M3 to ground required more rf pow
input to sustain the plasma but had little effect on the L
results.! The disk M2 has a 1-cm-i.d. hole which limits bot
the plasma and neutral gas flow into the ER. In the abse
of plasma and in conjunction with the ER pump@P2, see Fig.
1~a!#, the low conductance of M2 maintains up to a310
lower pressure in the ER compared with the main cham
Closing valves V2 and V1 allows controlled increase of t
pressure in the ER. Pressures are measured in the
chamber and the ER by two capacitance manometers
accuracies of60.1 and60.001 mT, respectively.

At low Helmholtz fields,BH5300– 1200 G, MNX sta-
bly operates in the helicon mode over a wide range of ma
chamber pressures, from 0.4 to above 30 mT, at rf pow
from 200 to over 2000 W. For reasons that will be clear lat
the results described herein were obtained near the low
main-chamber pressure. The helicon antenna was operat
26.75 MHz. Negligible rf is detected in the ER, because
efficient helicon absorption and because of M2. Langm
probe spatial scans along LOS-P@see Fig. 1~a!# showed that
the plasmas in the main chamber achieved ion densities u
;231013 cm23 and electron temperatures of 4–9 eV. Pro
characteristics showed the signature5 of 50–100 eV electron
beams in both the main and expansion chambers.@Probe
measurements in the expansion chamber were along L
12, see Fig. 1~b!.# The floating potentials of the copper ring
in the ER were typically240 to 2120 V, further evidence
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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for electron beams.~Biasing the rings to640 V had negli-
gible effect on the LIF results, all of which pertain to plasm
on the MNX axis.!

To permit measurement of the field-parallel Ar1* veloc-
ity distribution in MNX, the elliptical-cross-section (5 mm
31 mm) tunable diode-laser beam is directed along
MNX magnetic axis. Optics to collect the fluorescence em
sion are located on both the main chamber@two lines-of-
sight, LOS, Fig. 1~a!# and in the expansion chamber@typi-
cally 12 LOS, Fig. 1~b!#. One main-chamber LOS~LOS-P!
collects photons from a segment of the plasma in the ce
of the chamber; the other, LOS-N, collects photons from
plasma near M2 and extending 1.2 cm back into the m
chamber. Scanning optics on the ER allow LOS which int
cept the laser beam from 1-cm from the nozzle-coil midpla
to 12 cm from its midplane, as well as beyond, seez-axis in
Fig. 1~b!.

The 1.5-MHz bandwidth Sacher LaserTechnik diode
ser may be coarse tuned in wavelength from 662 to 674
allowing excitation of the 668.614 nm~zero-field, vacuum!
transition 3d4F7/2– 4p4D5/2 of Ar1* .22 Finer tuning, over a
maximum 0.4 nm wavelength range, is accomplished ma
ally or automatically, by changing the voltage on the lase
internal piezoelectric crystal. A photomultiplier with 1-nm
transmission filter centered at 442.7 nm~vacuum! collects
emission from the 442.7 nm fluorescence transiti
4p4D5/2– 4s4P3/2, with an Einstein coefficientA59.856
3107 s21.23 The Zeeman effect from the Helmholtz an
nozzle coil fields separates the 668.614 nm transition into
1s, six 2s, and sixp components. To reduce the comple
ity of the LIF spectrum and increase signal/noise~S/N!, the
linearly polarized laser beam may be passed throug
quarter-wave plate~QWP!, oriented to convert the beam int
either right- or left-circularly polarized~RCP, LCP! light for
exciting either the1 or 2s transitions. The~circularly po-
larized! laser beam is then modulated at;4 kHz by a me-
chanical chopper, for lock-in detection of the 442.7 nm flu
rescence. This LIF system operates well within t
unsaturated mode wherein the LIF signal is proportiona
the laser intensity and the 3d4F7/2 metastable population in
the detection volume, i.e., observation volumeù irradiation
volume, that is in resonance with the laser. A single wa
length scan is usually limited to a mode-hop-free region
0.021 nm~14 GHz! and is performed in;60 s; 1000 data
points are recorded. A set of observations of a single pla
condition typically includes scans over several adjac
wavelength regions in the range 668.580–668.660 nm, b
with and without the QWP inserted. Using orthogonal QW
orientations allows the Zeeman splitting to be measured
the ~unshifted! line center to be identified. The laser wav
length is measured with two Burleigh wavemeters, one
curate to60.001 nm, the other to60.0001 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a set of four LIF amplitude vs wav
length~frequency! scans at LOS-1 in the ER. Two were ov
the range 668.603–668.624 nm and two for 668.62
668.646 nm,60.001 nm. ~0 GHz on the abscissa corre
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sponds to 668.614 nm, i.e., the unshifted line.! For each pair
in each wavelength range, the QWP was used, first to cr
a RCP beam, then a LCP beam. The experimental condit
were: absorbed helicon power Pf5830 W; LOS z51 cm;
BH5600 G;BN5625 G; ER pressurepER;0.15 mTorr; and
main chamber pressurepM;0.6 mTorr. Langmuir probes
showed the on-axis electron density and temperature to
66231012 cm23 and 7.060.2 eV in the main chamber an
2.660.431010 cm23 and 9.360.3 eV at z510 cm in the
ER. Note thatb[8p( j 5 i ,enjkTj /B2!1.

Each LIF scan shows a peak. The two prominent pe
separated by61.4 GHz from 0 GHz are the1 and 2s
Zeeman components of cool (Ti ,i;0.2 eV) Ar1* (3d4F7/2).
The 12 separate Zeemans components, whose amplitude
and spacing are shown in the figure, are not resolved du
Doppler broadening and magnetic-field variation over
spatial extent of the detection volume. These two peaks c
tered about the unshifted 3d4F7/2– 4p4D5/2 transition are
termed the low energy peaks~LEP!.

Two additional peaks are seen in the redder part of
spectrum, at Doppler shifts of28 to 220 GHz. The center
of this pair of peaks is at213.5 GHz, corresponding to a
axial energy of 1762 eV. These peaks are referred to as t
high energy peaks~HEP!. The HEP show a tail on their low
energy side.

The first question is what are the sources for the LEP
the HEP at this position in the ER. Possible sources
Ar1* (3d4F7/2) in this detection volume are:~1! combined
ionization/excitation of cold Ar neutrals by the plasma ele
trons~both thermal and beam-like!; ~2! excitation of Ar1 by
the plasma electrons;~3! cascades from higher Ar1 excita-
tion levels; and~4! flow of Ar1* (3d4F7/2) along or across

FIG. 2. Laser-induced fluorescence amplitude vs frequency shift az
51 cm in the ER. 0 GHz corresponds to the unshifted qua
3d4F7/2– 4p4D5/2 wavelength. The Zeeman effect splits the quartet into1
and 2s components. Peaks near 0 GHz are termed the low energy p
~LEP!. Peaks with frequency shifts greater than;6 GHz are termed high
energy peaks~HEP!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the magnetic field. Ions of the latter type may gain energ
there is a potential difference between locations. Deexc
tion of the metastables—also called quenching—by co
sions with neutrals24 may occur. Two-step processes m
also contribute to the Ar1* (3d4F7/2) population but are gen
erally less important than the processes named above.

We shall now present evidence that the HEP is due
Ar1* (3d4F7/2) formed within a few mm of the M2/nozzle in
the main chamber and accelerated through the nozzle
that the LEP is due to ionization of background neutral g
by plasma electrons in the ER.

If the plasma in the expansion region were due solely
plasma bound to field lines and directly flowing out t
nozzle, then the LEP and HEP amplitudes would decre
with increasingz because of field expansion. As shown
Fig. 3, the HEP amplitude—actually the area under the H
peak fromE56 to 40 eV–does decrease with distance
the LEP amplitude~the height of LEP peak! grows with in-
creasing distance from the nozzle. This is the first piece
evidence that the the LEP is not simply plasma directly flo
ing from the nozzle.~The operating conditions were simila
to those of Fig. 2: absorbed helicon powerPf5900 W; BH

5575 G; BN51400 G; pER50.135 mTorr; and pM

50.5 mTorr.) The energy of the HEP peak,EHEP, also
shown in Fig. 3, increases with increasingz. Close to the
nozzle the energy is about 11 eV; at the farthest position w
adequate S/N to measureEHEP accurately,z;5.5 cm, EHEP

reaches 30 eV, corresponding to a Mach number of abo
for Te57 eV, the bulk electron temperature in the ma
chamber.

In the Laval-nozzle picture, ions would attain the sou
speedATe /mi—corresponding to an axial energy of 3
eV—at the nozzle throat and a maximum energy at infin
expansion ofgTe /(g21)517.5 eV for a polytropic coeffi-

FIG. 3. LEP and HEP amplitudes and HEP energy vs distance from
nozzle midplane. The model used to predict the HEP amplitude is base
plasma tied to field lines, the continuity equation, and metastable quenc
by collisions with neutrals.
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cient g55/3. Note that atz55.5 cm, the magnetic expan
sion is only a factor of 3 from the nozzle throat. The da
clearly show greater ion acceleration near the nozzle than
simple Laval-nozzle model predicts.

The continuing increase in ion energy withz is in quali-
tative agreement with the prediction of Ref. 11, based on
ambipolar-flow, thermal-conduction model. Quantitati
agreement with Ref. 11 for the ratio of final ion energy
upstream electron temperature can be achieved by sele
the location of transition to supersonic flow to be atz
;1 cm. The MNX data do not show the axial decrease
electron temperature predicted by this thermal-conduc
model.

Spatial scans for 400<PH<1200 W and 300<BH

<1200 G showed similar results, that the HEP amplitu
falls and EHEP rises with z. The parallel ion temperature
estimated from the LIF full width at half height, also rise
with z. LEP spatial scans show a more complex behav
whose discussion is deferred to a later paper.

LIF measurements in the main chamber, along LOS
and LOS-N, only showed a clear LEP, never a HEP. The
temperatures were in the ranges 0.04–0.12 eV forTi ,i and
0.05–0.5 eV forTi ,' . The axial drift of the Ar1* (3d4F7/2)
in the main chamber was small, comparable or less than
ion thermal speed. We conclude that the HEP is due to i
accelerated during their passage through the nozzle. Late
shall note why the bulk ions in the main chamber do n
necessarily have the same negligible drift velocity as
metastable ions.

To understand the behavior of the HEP amplitude (AHEP)
vs z, it is necessary to include~at least! effects of magnetic
field expansion, ion-energy gain withz, and Ar1* (3d4F7/2)
collisions with the background neutral gas. To address th
ER gas pressure,pER, and nozzle-coil field strength,BN ,
were changed and characteristics of HEP and LEP in the
were measured. For the same Helmholtz field as in Fig. 3
only 440 W of helicon power, Fig. 4 shows that the LE
brightness atz52 cm grows linearly withpER in the range
0.2–2 mTorr~at constantpM), consistent with a picture tha
the low energy Ar1* (3d4F7/2) are created by ionization o
the neutrals in the ER. In contrast, the HEP decreases e
nentially with pressure, with a 1/e characteristic fall-off at
pressure increments ofdpe50.274 mTorr. Assuming the
neutrals are in thermal equilibrium with the wall because
the low pressure,dpe yields a collisional quenching-cross
section of the metastable stateQm55156100 Å2, about a
factor of 2 larger than that measured for the metastable s
Ar1* (3d2G9/2) at 0.1–5 eV.24 ~Perhaps it is more proper t
call our measurement an effective-quenching-cross-sec
because collisions with neutrals might also cause ra
transport, or collisions with electrons might cause quench
both resulting in an attendant decrease in LIF signal.! We
then calculate the predicted HEP amplitude as a functionz
assuming the Ar1* (3d4F7/2) remains on field lines and in
cluding Qm and the measuredz-dependence ofEHEP, i.e.,
*6 eV

40 eV AHEPdE}B(z)exp@2znnQm#/EHEP
0.5 , where the 34 eV

range-of-integration for energy includes the broadening
the HEP with distance,nn is the neutral density, andB(z) is
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2597Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Ion acceleration in plasmas . . .
the field strength at a pointz. As shown in Fig. 3, the pre
dicted result decreases less rapidly with distance than d
the measured LIF amplitude. Possible causes for the disc
ancy are radial transport,25 though not that caused by coll
sions with neutrals, and quenching by electron impa
~Low-b, axisymmetric plasmas are expected to follow fie
lines.! The observed continuing ion acceleration with i
creasingz is qualitatively as predicted by several groups.11,26

The final result reported in this paper is the effect of t
nozzle field on the metastable ions in the ER. Figure 5 sh
the behavior of HEP and LEP vs the nozzle field streng

FIG. 4. Dependence of HEP and LEP amplitudes on expansion region
sure atz52 cm in the ER.

FIG. 5. Effect of nozzle magnetic field strength on the LEP and HEP
plitudes for two ER pressures. The energy of the HEP at lowpER is also
shown. The absolute value of energy is uncertain to62 eV; the relative
value to60.4 eV. The plasma conditions werePf5450 W, BH51200 G,
and LOSz52 cm.
Downloaded 27 May 2003 to 198.35.5.64. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The experimental conditions are:BH51200 G; absorbed
helicon power Pf5450 W; LOSz52 cm; low ER pressure
0.15<pER<0.2 mTorr; high ER pressure 0.72<pER

<0.85 mTorr; and main chamber pressurepM;0.8 mTorr.
Ranges ofpER are given becausepER increases when the
nozzle-coil current is increased, apparently channeling m
plasma into the ER. Though increased magnetic-mirror ra
at the nozzle coil might be expected to reduce the fl
through the nozzle coil, this is not the case. We note that
4-cm-diam of the plasma column in the main chamber
wide compared to the 1-cm-diam M2 orifice and that ions
the main chamber are collisional; both these facts act aga
decreased ion transmission at higher mirror ratios. The
plitudes of the HEP at both low and high pressure incre
approximately proportional to the magnetic flux through t
nozzle coil. The LEP at low pressure also increases line
with nozzle field strength. The percentage increase in L
amplitude can be explained by two effects: the increase
pER due to the nozzle coil and, more importantly, the i
crease in plasma density~both thermal electron and beam
electron densities! in the ER. Discussion of the LEP behavio
at high pressure is deferred to a later paper.

For the low-pressure nozzle-field scan, the HEP S/N w
sufficient to allow precise measurements of energy. After
initial drop of 6%,EHEP stays nearly constant as the nozz
field is increased at a factor of 5. At zero nozzle current,
mirror point is atz5210 cm@see Fig. 1~c!#, while at higher
currents it moves toz50 cm. If the ion acceleration to abov
11 eV occurred at the mirror point, then we would expe
appreciable quenching at zero nozzle current, because o
0.8 mTorr pressure in the main chamber and the 12-cm
tance to the detection volume. Thus these data localize
region of the HEP energy gain closer to M2 than to t
position of the mirror point.

From the low value of ion temperature in the ma
chamber and the lack of increased ion energy at hig
nozzle fields, it is seen that both the ion acceleration in
nozzle and their continuing parallel acceleration in the 5
beyond the nozzle are not due to ion pressure or magn
moment conservation, but to an axial electric field. The m
abundant thermal electrons seem a more likely source for
electric field than beam electrons, based on the maximim
observedEHEP'4Te . The short length of the M2/nozzle ion
acceleration region,<1 cm, leads us to suggest that a doub
layer exists there.27 The boundary between the main
chamber plasma and the expansion-region plasma is e
lished by metal plate, M2, rather than by the throat of t
nozzle magnetic field. The near-nozzle/M2 electric fie
should cause cold electrons created in the ER to flow b
into the main chamber. We estimate that drag created by s
electrons would have little effect on the HEP ions.

For the experiments reported here, the helicon was ty
cally operated atpM;0.5 mTorr and a resultant neutra
induced collisional quenching mean-free-path for t
3d4F7/2 metastable state ofln,* <1 cm. Operation of heli-
con discharges at higher pressures, above 2 mTorr, resu
ln,* < few mm. At these higher pressures, LIF may be le
applicable to the diagnosis of certain phenomena, e.g., ac
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2598 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Cohen et al.
eration in a nozzle or perhaps ion heating, which might ta
place over distances larger than a few mm. An axial elec
field might exist in the main chamber, accelerating ions
wards the orifice in M2. Metastables, however, are quenc
by collisions with neutrals in the main chamber and ne
show this early energy gain. Bulk ions, predominantly in t
ground state, may have this feature.

The highest argon ion energy observed in the expan
region, EHEP530 eV, corresponds to a specific impuls
I sp([v/g, whereg59.8 m/s2) of 1100 s, about a factor of 3
lower than the minimum considered desirable for remo
planet missions. Methods to increaseI sp might include the
aforementioned auxiliary heating or use of a lower mass p
pellant. Once the requisiteI sp threshold is crossed, additiona
technical issues must be addressed, e.g., energy efficie
propellant utilization efficiency, and engine reliability an
lifetime, for helicon-heated plasmas in a magnetic-nozzle
ometry to be suitable for the proposed ambitious use.

IV. SUMMARY

We have found operating conditions for axisymmet
magnetic-mirror-geometry argon helicon discharges wh
generate supersonic metastable-ion flow though an orific
the magnetic axis. The metastable argon ion energy incre
sharply at the orifice and then continues to increase
;43 the electron temperature in the main discharge. T
parallel ion temperature remains low,<2 eV. For a small
orifice/plasma-diameter ratio, the supersonic metastable
beam intensity grows with magnetic flux through the orific
A population of low energy,<0.5 eV, slowly flowing meta-
stable ions is found in the expansion region. If the neu
pressure is allowed to rise above 1024 Torr, the low-energy
metastable-ion population grows considerably while the
personic metastable ion density falls.
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